
Financial markets are set for a quieter week, with the holiday season well
underway and with last week's major central bank releases now behind us.
However, there will still be a handful of relatively important data releases
over the coming days that could influence market direction over the
Christmas break. 
Monday afternoon is due to be very sparse in terms of economic data, after
we got the German IFO Business Climate figure this morning. In the early
hours of tomorrow morning the Bank of Japan are due to make their final
rate decision of the year. Markets expect the BOJ to leave rates unchanged
at -0.10% and also to maintain its yield curve control policy. The bank is
currently not expected to hike rates until April 2023. German monthly PPI
will also come due on Tuesday (forecast to fall for the second consecutive
month to 30.6% y/y), as will Eurozone Consumer Confidence (expected to
improve slightly but remain near decade-lows).
Canadian CPI and US Consumer Confidence will come due on Wednesday,
followed on Thursday by the 'Final GDP' result from the US for Q3. This
reading for Q3 GDP is not expected to change from the preliminary result -
which showed that the US economy grew at an annualised 2.9% last
quarter. 
Attention will then turn to Friday afternoon's US Core PCE inflation release.
This is the Federal Reserve's preferred inflation measure and is forecast to
come in at 4.6% y/y for November, against October's 5.0% and September's
5.1%.
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Market Moves

Equities: European equity indices have opened slightly higher
following last week's losses when the EuroStoxx600 finished the
week down by 3.3%. Concerns continue to revolve around aggressive
central banks potentially committing a policy mistake as weakening
macro data, emerging disinflation signs, and cautious corporate
commentary play into recession concerns.
Bar any unexpected news flow, Monday should be fairly quiet for the
main stock markets. Futures in the States are following Europe
slightly higher as we write, and the VIX remains subdued around
$22.65 and still near its lows from late-November.
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Currencies: The US dollar has slipped further over the past few
weeks, the dollar index is currently 0.4% lower on Monday morning
and is expected to have a quiet few days until Friday's US inflation
data. 
The Japanese yen will also be in focus overnight when the BOJ release
their monetary policy statement. USD/JPY has pulled back by 10%
since October, mostly on the back of dollar weakness.

Fixed income: German bond yields are picking up marginally on Monday
morning, after the stronger than expected Business Climate data from the
nation earlier today. The region's benchmark 10yr yield is at 2.17%, having
picked up last week as traders reacted to a more hawkish sounding ECB.
Germany's policy-sensitive 2yr yield is pulling back slightly, after touching
2.50% last week for the first time since 2008.
US Treasuries have seen a very quiet week, and are being supported by
global recession concerns. Yields in the US have failed to pick up over
recent trading sessions despite the Fed reiterating its commitment last
week to raise interest rates even further and keep them higher for longer.

Commodities: Oil markets are rallying this morning, the main contracts
are roughly 1% stronger and are following on from last week's bounce in
prices. WTI Crude oil is at $75.20 while Brent Crude trades at $79.80. Still,
oil has moved lower over the last couple of months despite speculation
over a full Chinese re-opening. 
Precious metals have seen a quiet few weeks, gold is at $1,806 and silver
near an 8-month high of $24.40.

Deloitte have released their 'State of the Consumer Tracker' for November,
which indicates that Irish consumers are still particularly worried about
inflationary pressures. 78% of respondents here said they are concerned
about increasing prices, compared to the UK where it was 79%. 
"This is a pattern in the majority of the 24 countries in which Deloitte spoke
to consumers but particularly the case with Irish consumers. 54% of Irish
consumers intend to delay large purchases and only 36% said they can
now afford to spend on things that bring them joy" said Daniel Murray,
Partner and Head of Consumer at Deloitte Ireland.
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